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The all-in-one kitchen island
(below) is the most intricate part
of an otherwise simple, utilitarian—but still cozy—Andean cabin
where Santiago-based creatives
Martín Bravo and his husband, Omar
Zúñiga, relax and cook on weekends.

Designed by Martín’s brother,
Sebastián, the A-frame structure
(opposite, left), where six can sleep
comfortably, was built to conserve
energy year-round: Doors and windows at both ends can be opened
for ventilation, while a woodburning

stove concentrates heat in the
upstairs bedrooms. Thanks to these
measures, two solar panels can
power the whole house, including
the appliances in the island, which
the couple stained using a dark
wood finish from Osmo.

“ For me, luxury is about cooking, having
ample space, and enjoying the views—not
necessarily having luxurious materials.”
MARTÍN BRAVO, RESIDENT
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Three hours from their home in
Santiago, Martín Bravo and his husband,
Omar Zúñiga, have built a true escape.
In the Chilean capital, Martín helms
Design Systems International, a studio
“for designers who code,” and Omar
makes films and is a founding partner of
Cinestación, an international production
company. But deep in an Andean forest,
at the end of a serpentine dirt track, is a
hillside retreat meant simply for cooking
and conversing with friends as they take
in the spectacular views.
To create a simple design for the
complicated location—“We’re an hour
drive from a store, so you need to know
what to bring and make sure you bring
it,” says Omar—the pair called on
Martín’s architect brother, Sebastián,
and his firm, Oficina Bravo, in Santiago.
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They settled on a stripped-back A-frame
with lots of glazing and an open
1,300-square-foot layout that includes
a loft bedroom on each end.
Because life in the cabin revolves
around eating and drinking, with Martín
and Omar charming guests while kneading the next morning’s sourdough bread
or whipping up predinner Negronis,
the kitchen was the most meticulously
planned element of the house.
In a feat of collaborative ingenuity,
everything—refrigerator, freezer, range,
pantry, and sink—was condensed into a
single customized unit. Martín and Omar
sourced a nearly eight-foot slab of lenga,
a native Chilean wood, that was wide
enough for a carpenter friend to make cuts
for a stove and sink. From there, Sebastián
devised and precisely measured shelving

to store tableware and a supply of nonperishable food and cocktail ingredients.
Above, a suspended rack provides space
for pots, pans, and larger items as well
as dish-drying over the sink. The result,
says Sebastián, “is a piece of furniture as
succinctly compact and functional as it
is attackable from all sides.”
And one that still leaves plenty of room
for a German-style beer garden dining
table, which can be easily moved from
the kitchen area to the terrace outdoors.
There, during the summer months,
Martín, Omar, and their guests can feast
beneath a canopy of oaks. “We really
wanted a space that doesn’t have transitions between eating or cooking or interacting,” Omar explains. “There is this idea
that we are, at all times, sharing both
a space and an experience.”
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